Dr. Carmichael States That Man Must Be Well-Rounded

"Let us have the courage to act as though we believe the golden age is ahead and not behind," said Dr. Carmichael, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institute and former president of Tufts College, in the seventh Arthur Dehon Little Memorial Lecture.

The lecture was established at the institute in 1924 with funds donated by Arthur D. Little, Inc., in memory of its founder, with the purpose of promoting interest in the social implications of scientific development.

Pessimism Sways Dominant

Speaking on "Psychology, the Machine, and Society," Dr. Carmichael pointed out that society is being slighted for the machine and systems leaders were nearer the truth than we believe the golden age is ahead and not behind.

"Let us have the courage to act as though we believe the golden age is ahead and not behind!"

The following is a recapitulation of the instruction we offer to all the youth of our race. If we hope to have a free and more achieving society, education fitted to the aptitudes of the individual is a most promising field. As we plan for the future place of education in our social order, let us have the courage to act as though we believe that the golden age is ahead and not behind!

Choosing Young America

FOR THE FIFTH STRAIGHT YEAR -

CHESSTERFIELD is the Largest Selling Cigarette in America's Colleges...

by a 1953 survey audit of actual sales in more than 800 college co-ops and campus stores from coast to coast. Yes, for the fifth straight year Chesterfield is the college favorite.

CHESSTERFIELD is the Only Cigarette Ever, to Give You Proof of Low Nicotine, Highest Quality...

The country's six leading brands were analyzed—chemically—and Chesterfield was found low in nicotine—highest in quality.

This scene reproduced from Chesterfield's famous "center spread" line-up pages in college football programs from coast to coast.